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OFFICE OF THE Diversity Services Director 
INTRODUCTION 

 

 
Established in 2003, MSU Diversity Services has sought to celebrate diversity and promote 
unity for over a decade at McMaster. Over the years, past PTM's have worked hard to revised 
our scope, mandate, and structure in order to engage critically with the challenges faced by 
marginalized students on campus. In this current divisive political climate, it is more 
important than ever to operate under this anti-oppressive and intersectional lens. This is no 
small task; and as the incoming PTM, I'm feel incredibly honoured to be entrusted with this 
work and look forward to what the future has in store.  

 
As a university, overt and covert discrimination certainly still takes place within our 
institution, and Diversity Services exists among a network of organizations and projects 
created to promote long-lasting, institutional changes. I am already being made aware of 
many initiatives taking place in the next year- from advocacy policies being written to online 
toolkits for marginalized activists- many campus partners have mobilized their resources to 
tackle important issues. Building solidarity with campus partners is imperative in this work. I 
intend to involve the service with these external projects as much as appropriate without 
compromising the quality of our own projects, and to encourage partnerships with united 
advocacy goals whenever possible.  

 
As a service, we are running at an interesting and transitional time. With a impending service 
evaluation, past-year proposals to rebrand are being brought to the forefront of our agenda. In 
particular, three of my biggest administrative goals for the upcoming year are to (1) create a 
research and training position for the service, (2) re-evaluate our relationship with Bridges 
and (3) to evaluate the need for racialized peer on campus and developed an appropriate plan 
of action. In addition, I am also interested in streamlining the programming output from the 
CEP, SPA, and Research and Resources branches of the service. You will find in my year 
plan that these teams will be encouraged to collaborate and develop lateral, monthly themed 
programming which they will collectively address, from their unique perspectives, such that 
their efforts resonate synergistically with one another.  
 
As students, we are also living in a bizarre cultural moment. As the line between 
entertainment and politics blur, university students find ourselves in an amalgamation of 
political discord, iconic pop-culture and artistic portrayals of pertinent social issues, and the 
disquieting threat of white supremacist groups that routinely makes their presence known, on 
and off campus.  For many marginalized students, the intertwined nature of politics/social 
issues with their every-day existence is nothing new.  However for others, recent events and 
pop-culture moments may have prompted their first engagement with some of these concepts 
related to power, oppression, and activism. As these topics central to Diversity Services' 
mandates are becoming more visible than ever, it is important that we keep our programming 
relevant and accessible. We need to provide spaces for questions to be asked and answered, 
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to distill down highly academic discourses to material that more students feel comfortable 
engaging in, and to challenge the myth that our service only welcomes those who are well-
versed and deeply engaged with activism work. Furthermore, we must do all of this while 
still ensuring the depth and integrity of our programming, remembering that our first and 
foremost responsibility is to support the most marginalized among us.  

 
It is more important than ever to equip our community with the tools and spaces they need in 
order to process, unpack, and heal from the massive amounts of information they are 
subjected to from the media and in their every-day lives. This is our chance to promote unity 
and prevent further polarization and division, I can't wait to meet these challenges alongside 
a team of imaginative and passionate students.   
 
I welcome you to engage with, and constructively critique my work whenever possible!  
 
Sincerely, 
Mijia Murong  
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Goals/Objectives 
 

JULY 
Service 
Goal/Objective  

Updating and standardize AOP Training  

Why: Around late July/early August, a lot student groups are looking to receive 
AOP training. It is best to standardize training practices before that time.  
Current AOP is fairly standardized, but a lot of the old case-studies will 
need to be updated, and we should also re-consider strategies to make the 
training more engaging and interactive.  

Difficulties: •  Services with varying training sees (some are looking for interactive 
workshops, others want a condensed version for a much smaller 
team)  

• Identifying where to "draw the line" when taking on AOP tasks, as 
several student societies and clubs have inquired about the training 

Partners: • Other equity based services  
• Services who request the training  

Service 
Goal/Objective 

Create Training Executive position and open up hiring  
 

Why: In-line with the first objective, we will be able to have better outreach and 
able to facilitate better AOP delivery if there is a team member whose role is 
specifically dedicated to training.  

Difficulties: • Tight time-line for the hiring of this position  
• Logistically, the paperwork for creating such a position may not be 

approved in time  
• The exec may not be hired in-time for this cycle of AOP training 

creation and delivery 
Partners: • VP admin  

• Office of Equity and Inclusion  
• Other services with a similar training position  

Service 
Goal/Objective 

Draft position paper on free speech  

Why: A few of the equity based services have received requests to be interviewed 
for comments about the anti-disruption policies and the notion of "free 
speech". In response to these requests, we decided to formulate a position 
paper that re-iterates our united perspective on the issue.  

Difficulties: • Logistics of drafting a position paper  
Partners: • PTM of Maccess 
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• PTM of Pride 
• PTM of WGEN 

Personal Goal  
 

• Establish working partnership with Assistant Director  
• Book MUSC for Diversity week  
• Meet with Stephanie (VP Ed) to discuss advocacy goals  
• Meet with Khadijeh (EIO) to discuss collaboration goals  

 
 

AUGUST 

Service 
Goal/Objective  

Hire and train executive team  
 

Why: The exec team should have the time to adjust to their roles before the school 
year begins  

Difficulties: • One month is a short turn-around for hiring  
• Other summer engagements that students have may limit their ability 

to apply or attend interviews  
Partners: • Hiring board  

• VP Admin 
Service 
Goal/Objective 

Meeting #1 with Interfaith Council (IFC)  
 

Why: As per operating policy of the IFC established last year, the Diversity 
Services Director is  responsible to chair 2 IFC meetings per term and one in 
the summer. Although the rest of the IFC meetings are not discussed in the 
year plan, they will be scheduled according to the availability of the other 
members involved.  

Difficulties: • As the first year that the council is in formal operation, it is 
important to establish a tradition of doing impactful work rather than 
just existing as a formality. Furthermore, as this council is chaired by 
the Diversity Services Director but operates entirely separately from 
the service, it may become difficult to separate our project and 
advocacy goals. Clear lines need to be drawn between IFC initiatives 
and Diversity Services initiatives, and  collaborative partnerships 
need to be explicitly made. 

Partners: • Max Lightstone  
• Inter-Faith Council  

 
 

Service Team building activity with exec team  
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Goal/Objective  
Why: The exec team needs an opportunity to bond and learn about one another 

before the school year begins.  
 

Difficulties: • Budgeting out finances for the activity that we take up 
•  Finding an activity that all of the team will be engaged with, but 

also provides an opportunity for learning, growth, and teambuilding  
Partners:  

 
Personal Goal  
 

• Generate ideas for Diversity Week with assistant director and exec 
team  

• Look into Guest-speaker and profs to invite for service programming  
• Plan for Night Market  

 
 

SEPTEMBER 

Service 
Goal/Objective  

Complete Volunteers Hiring  
 

Why: Volunteer hiring must be completed before regular programming can begin  
 

Difficulties: • Promo and getting a competitive pool of applications  
• Deciding between MMI hiring or traditional one-on-one hiring  

Partners: None  
 

Service 
Goal/Objective 

Work with execs to develop their year plans 
 
 

Why: It is important that execs play a role in setting the direction for their 
committee or projects 
 

Difficulties: None  
 

Partners: None  
 
 
 
 

Service Night Market  
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Goal/Objective  
Why: The Night Market was a successful event run through the service several 

years ago. Not only did students find the event enjoyable and engaging, the 
strategic benefit of such an event is to promote the services' visibility at the 
very beginning of the school term. The hope is that such an event would 
attract students to apply as volunteers, or continue engaging with the service 
throughout the term. A successful event would also boost team morale.  

Difficulties: • The exec team will need to be involved in the planning process  
• Such an event require  contacting many partners on and off campus, 

and in the later months of the summer their response rate is 
unpredictable 

• A lot of additional work-load for the Director and Assistant Director 
at a time when AOP training is still taking place  

Partners: • Cultural Clubs  
*Taste of McMaster hosted a similar event in MUSC last year  

• Community vendors  
Personal Goal  
 

• Maximize interaction with service volunteers by sitting in on 
committee meetings  

• Work with service execs to develop their year plan   
• To reach out to campus club (particular faith and culture clubs) 

about opportunities for collaboration  
• To reach out to community partners about opportunities for 

collaboration 
 

 
 

OCTOBER 
Service 
Goal/Objective  

Volunteer training and team building activity  
 

Why: The exec team should get the chance to try their hand at training provision 
in a monitored and supportive environment. It's important that the  hired 
volunteers feel like they are a part of the Diversity Services family, and so 
I'd like to pair training with a volunteer appreciation initiative.  
 

Difficulties: • High level of content fitting into a one-day workshop  
Partners: • WGEN and Maccess for developing training related to their areas of 

focus such as sexual assault prevention, peer support, accessibility 
Service Support and monitor SPA, CEP, and R&R programming   
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Goal/Objective Suggested theme*: Personal stories and histories  
 

Why: The execs and their committees will be encouraged to roll-out their first 
programs in October. Historically October meant hosting "Stories for the 
Soul" in Bridges for the service; telling personal stories about race and 
identity is a great way to engage students and offer up our service as a space 
that uplifts marginalized voices.  
 

Difficulties: • Maximize the support and guidance that Director and Assistant 
director provide to the committees and execs , especially in 
addressing the challenges that may arise in their first time working 
as teams  

• Lack of service engagement in initial events may be demoralizing  
Partners: TBD 

 
Personal Goal  
 

• Initiate conversations for collaboration in Trans-visibility week and 
Dis- Visibility week  

• Plan for a guest speaker or panel  for the month for November or 
December  

* The suggested themes is a note-to-self at best. They are based on the general lay-out past-years' 
programming, and well as other awareness campaigns predicted to run at the time. Ultimately the 
execs will make the decision about the monthly direction of their programming. These themes 
are also highly dependent on pertinent social issues that the student body is engaged with at the 
time.  
 

 

NOVEMBER 
Service 
Goal/Objective  

Support Trans-Visibility week and Dis-Visibility week programming  
 

Why: It is important that we uphold our intersectional mandate by standing in 
solidarity with other equity based services and initiatives on campus. We 
will reach out and support transvisibility and disvisibility programming 
throughout the year, but especially focus on planning collaborative events 
and campaigns when their service-awareness weeks take place.  
 
 
 

Difficulties: • Encouraging the service committees to proactively reach out and 
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support committees and program planners from these other services   
• Ensuring that our own programming doesn't coincide and take 

attention away from the programming of other services  
Partners: • WGEN 

• Pride  
• Maccess  

Service 
Goal/Objective 

Panel/Guest speaker or public lecture series  
 

Why: There are a lot of professors and community activists in our local 
community doing amazing work with regards to anti-oppression and anti-
racism. It's important that as a service we disseminate the work that they do 
and bring them to the student body. Instead of placing this on the exec team, 
I am interested to take on this project mostly between myself and the 
assistant director.  
 

Difficulties: • Bring in one or more guest speakers/panelists may be expensive  
• Promo and attendance is even more critical when outside parties are 

involved  
• Taking on a project of this magnitude between the Director and 

Assistant director may be overwhelming  
Partners: • Mac Farmstand ( I would love to host a guest speaker on issues 

related to food justice )  
• Student community support network  
• Faculties and research groups on campus  

Service 
Goal/Objective 

Support and monitor SPA, CEP, and R&R programming   
Suggested theme *:  

• Cultural appropriation and representation 
• Ally ship  

Why: • Along with the agenda of trans-visibility and dis-visibility 
awareness, allyship may be an interesting topic to tackle this month  

• November is also Halloween, and cultural appropriation is a 
pertinent topic of conversation at this time. Our mandate to educate 
and uplift marginalized perspectives shouldn't be lost here.  

Difficulties: None  
 

Partners: TBD  
 
 

Personal Goal  • Begin conversations about service evaluation with the VP admin  
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 • Determine name, focus, and  collect all programming proposals  for 
Diversity Week  

*refer to page 7  
 
 

DECEMBER 
Service 
Goal/Objective  

Service-wide meeting regarding diversity week  
 

Why: Ensure that all of the service has a clear idea of the agenda and work 
division as we lay-out final preparations for Diversity week, which will be 
launched in January  
 

Difficulties: None  
 

Partners: None  

Service 
Goal/Objective 

Committees and execs feedback and evaluation  
 
 

Why: At this time, I would like to collect feedback about service operations, my 
own leadership, inputs and suggestions for second semester from all of the 
execs and some of the volunteers who are interested. This will be done 
through one-on-one meetings.   
 

Difficulties: • Meetings may be time-consuming with the busy finals season  
• Identifying how to best incorporate the feedback into future plans for 

2019  
Partners: None  

Service 
Goal/Objective 

 Continue release of  resource guides over the holiday break  

Why: The resource guides may be a good and low-commitment way to promote 
service-engagement over the holidays. Students may also have some free 
time to peruse these materials.  
 

Difficulties: Preparing sufficient resource guides to release over the break  
 

Partners: None  
Service Support and monitor SPA, CEP, and R&R programming   
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Goal/Objective Suggested theme:  
• Interfaith programming  

Why: Although race-based programming often appears to generate more interest 
from the student population, dialogues around religious diversity must not 
be lost. The holiday season marks major celebrations in some religious 
practices, and is as good a time as any to refocus the service around some 
faith-based programming.  
 

Difficulties: Finals season will impeded student engagement  
 

Partners: IFC  
 

Personal Goal  
 

• Complete planning for Diversity Week over holiday break  
 

 
 

 

JANUARY 

Service 
Goal/Objective  

Diversity week  
 

Why: This is the week in which the programming initiatives of the service is made 
the most visible. It's so important that we cease this opportunity to engage 
the student body. Unfortunately, engagement with Diversity Week has 
declined significantly over the past several years, and not much has been 
done with regards to changing its delivery. I would like to work with the 
team to explore new ideas regarding the structure of the week, possibly 
focusing on less, more accessible, and more targeted programming 
throughout the week. In my opinion, Diversity Week doesn't have to be a 
mini- reiteration of our year-plan, instead it can simply be a platform in 
which we bring one aspect of our mandate to the forefront for in-depth 
exploration.  
 

Difficulties: • Student engagement  
• Optimizing the amount of events/campaigns held throughout the 

week  
• Inviting high-profile guest speakers to increase engagement and 

visibility  
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Partners: • Pride 
• WGEN 
• Maccess 
• Maroons 
• Other MSU services 

Service 
Goal/Objective 

Service team appreciation activity   
 

Why: Ensuing Diversity Week, it is important that we show our appreciation for 
the impact  that the volunteers and execs have achieved.  I would like to 
consider a structured team-building initiative off campus- be it an escape-
room to encourage team-bonding or a field-trip to a conference for 
education and learning... I think this would be a great time to focus on the 
growth of the Diversity Services team before we return to our regular 
programming.  
 

Difficulties: • Budgeting 
• Availability of the team  
• Finding an appropriate activity to engage in  

Partners: • TBD 

Personal Goal  
 

• Begin evaluating need and design for race-based peer support 
 
 

 
 

FEBRUARY 

Service 
Goal/Objective  

 
Black history month programming  

Why: Black history month offers a great opportunity to explore notions of 
resistance and decolonization that are central to the history of marginalized 
communities. It is a great platform for the service to address deeper 
underlying struggles and oppressive forces behind what we generalize as 
"diversity".  

Difficulties: • Relevant events and campaigns must be sustained for the month-
long black history focus  

• Questions about whether awareness campaigns for other racial 
minorities should be held in a similar fashion in other months should 
be addressed  
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Partners: • Clubs that focus on support and empowerment of black students  
Service 
Goal/Objective 

Offer support to Pangaea  
 

Why: Supporting Pangaea is within the service mandates, and it's important that 
we stand in solidarity with campus organizations that seek to promote and 
celebrate diversity. Using the service's networks and outreach, we may be 
able to really make a difference  in supporting and promoting Pangaea.  
 
The high level of engagement that Pangaea receives from the student body 
will also help with the visibility of our own service. As such, it is imperative 
to establish a mutually supportive working relationship.  
 

Difficulties: None  
 

Partners: Pangaea  
 

Personal Goal  
 

• Revisit service restructuring and rebranding efforts  
• Continue exploring needs for race based peer support  

 
 

 
 

MARCH 

Service 
Goal/Objective  

Queer History Week programming + Guest speaker 
 

Why: Two years ago QSCC and Diversity Services collaborated on Queer History 
Week for the first time in a highly successfully event titled "No Pride in 
Policing" in which representatives from BLM came to unpack the incident 
of BLM's disruption of Toronto Pride. This momentum should be used to 
facilitate further intersectional programming of this nature.  
 

Difficulties: None  
 

Partners: Pride Social Political Advocacy Committee  
 

Service 
Goal/Objective 

Hire incoming director  
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Why: The director should be hired before April in order to ensure that exec hiring 
can take place before the semester ends.  
 

Difficulties: Debunking the myth that the Assistant Director will automatically become 
the Director of the service in subsequent year, and encouraging applications 
outside of the service.  
 

Partners: Hiring board  
 

Service 
Goal/Objective 

Support and monitor SPA, CEP, and R&R programming   
Suggested theme: Indigenous issues awareness  
 

Why: Of course programming related to indigenous affairs should be a focus 
throughout the year. I wanted to re-iterate this somewhere in the year-plan 
so that these efforts are not lost. Throughout the year, it is important to 
encourage SPA, CEP, and R&R to work with the Indigenous Liaison and 
Indigenous groups to integrate indigenous perspectives and history into our 
work.  
 

Difficulties: Uncertainty with the Indigenous Affairs Liaison position and managing 
relationships with CISSA and MISCA  
 

Partners: CISSA 
MISCA  
 

Personal Goal  
 

• Facilitate director transition  
• Continue service restructuring and rebranding efforts  
• Continue exploring needs for race based peer support  

 

APRIL 

Service 
Goal/Objective  

Assistant Director hiring  
 

Why: Assistant director should be hired to ensure that exec hiring can move 
forward  
 

Difficulties: Finals season and ensuring a competitive pool of applicants 
Partners: Hiring board  

 
Service Service evaluation  
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Goal/Objective  
 

Why: Final internal evaluation of the service's performance, and collecting the 
feedback from execs can generate a lot of insight which should be 
incorporated into any transition reports and service evaluation reports going 
forward.  
 

Difficulties: Finals season and exec and volunteer availabilities   
 

Partners: VP Admin  
 

Personal Goal  
 

• Facilitate assistant director transition  
• Continue service restructuring and rebranding efforts  
• Continue exploring needs for race based peer support 
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Long-term planning 
 
Overarching 
Vision (what is 
the ultimate 
goal?) 
 

 To re-evaluate the ways in which Anti-Oppressive 
Practice (AOP) training is provided.  

Description Over the past several years Diversity Services has taken on the sole 
responsibility of providing AOP to campus groups and services. This is a task 
of overwhelmed magnitude for one service to take on and has the potential to 
compromise other aspects of our programming, Yet even still, we are not 
doing nearly enough in terms of educating student groups and campus 
partners with regards to anti-oppression. For instance, there has been reports 
calling to action the provision of training for faculty and staff, and I have 
personally received requests to train student societies and club executive 
teams. We simply do not have the human capacity to fulfill these needs. 
Luckily, there is a  lot of alternative options to explore- such as opening up a 
training delivery executive position, working with other partners to provide 
this training, creating an online platform to deliver the training, etc. 
Furthermore, the scope of the training also needs to be reviewed. We should 
re-examine the overlap between AOP, sexual assault prevention, and 
accessibilities training and ask ourselves why some services are receiving one 
and not the other, and whether it is possible to conjoin these trainings into one 
"package" to ensure that student groups interested in adopting an equity-focus 
receives all of the relevant trainings.  
 

Benefits • Clear division of role when providing AOP training  
• Maximize number of campus groups trained in AOP  
• Engage students in a more immersive training experience  
• Ensure that AOP training is delivered hand-in-hand with sexual 

violence prevention, accessibility, and other training workshops 
important in building an inclusive campus  

Year 1 Goals • Re-evaluate the role of bridges coordinator  
• Experiment with implementation of a "Training Coordinator" role to 

the service  
• Explore potential for the "Training Coordinator" position to be a paid 

position   
Year 2 Goals • Launch the "Training Coordinator" position as a paid position   
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Year 3 Goals • Evaluate the Coordinator's impact and make decisions about 
continuation 

Partners • Equity and Inclusion Office  
• WGEN 
• MACCESS  
• SHEC  
• MSU Training Resources Research Assistant 
• MSU VP admin  
• MSU communications officer  

 
 
Overarching 
Vision (what is 
the ultimate 
goal?) 
 

 To address the need for race-based peer support   

Description Race based peer support is a controversial topic of discussion with valid 
arguments on both sides. Some argue that peer support should not be further 
silo-ed based on each type of marginalization, while other argues that 
racialized students currently do not have a safe-er space and resource hub on 
campus. It's important that the service listens to each side of this debate, with 
a particular focus on the opinions of the marginalized students themselves. 
Ultimately, the goal is to establish a sustainable model to ensure that racially 
marginalized students feel that their concerns are heard, their unique 
challenges in navigating campus are validated, and their need for identity-
based peer support are met.  
  

Benefits •  Better support for marginalized students on campus  
• Prospects of creating an additional space for cultural, faith, and 

indigenous groups to host meetings and events  
• Prospects of a hub for digital and physical resources  

Year 1 Goals • Understand both perspectives for, and against, the establishment of 
race-based peer support within the MSU   

• Understand student perspectives on race-based peer support  
• Connect with other campuses that provide such a service to understand 

their experiences and approach  
• To summarize findings and propose a plan of action going forward   

Year 2 Goals • Make decision regarding provision of race-based peer support based 
on last year's findings  
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Year 3 Goals • Evaluate any programming that arose out of the decision made in Year 
2  

Partners • MSU services that currently offer peer support  
• Groups on other campuses that offer race-based peer support  
• VP admin  

 
 
Overarching 
Vision (what is 
the ultimate 
goal?) 
 

 To rebrand the service, with a special focus on becoming 
a resource hub  

Description There are many questions about the division of duties and scope of service 
provision that need to be addressed in the upcoming year. Most pressingly, 
our service has moved away from a mandate that simply focuses on the 
celebration of cultural diversity. Since the bulk of programming is framed 
around education and support, we must  align our branding (logo, online 
presence, resources available) with what we stand for.  

Benefits • Establishment of a resource hub for students to access, for academic 
and personal purposes  

• Addressing the common critiques that Diversity Services is deviating 
from the mandate of "celebrating diversity"   

Year 1 Goals • To understand student perceptions of the service, from our 
programming to branding  

• To revisit our mission and mandate and ensure that they still align with 
the directionality of the service  

• To evaluate the coherence between our mandate, service name and 
logo, website design, and  scope of programming  

• To summarize findings and propose a plan of action going forward   
• To continue efforts to establish our service as a resource hub with 

digital resources available online  
Year 2 Goals • To implement  proposals for Year1  

• To evaluate student perception on changes made  
• To evaluate potential options for where/when the service can open up 

a physical space for meetings, programming, and physical storage of 
resources  

• To summarize findings and propose a plan of action going forward   
Year 3 Goals • To establish the service as a resource hub with digital and physical 

resources available to students  
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• To establish the service under a name and brand (including resources 
template, training template, website design, etc.)  that accurately 
encompasses our mandate  

Partners • MSU Communications Coordinator 
• MSU VP Admin  

 
 
Overarching 
Vision (what is 
the ultimate 
goal?) 
 

To address the misconceptions around "PC Culture"  

Description This service, as well as most others, tended to shy away from addressing the 
common critique that "PC culture" opposes the notion of "free speech". It is 
with good reason that we tend to disengage with these critiques, since they 
often occur at a superficial level and serve to derail the real work that we do 
in servicing marginalized identities. However, in recent years these voices of 
dissent have become almost impossible to ignore. In my opinion, the longer 
we hold off from tackling this particular "talking-point" of the opposition, the 
more we will be characterized as an echo chamber that fails to engage with 
dissenting views. It's difficult to tell whether addressing this divisive 
misconception will be effective in changing minds and educating our peers, 
but it doesn't hurt to try. To tackle this challenge, it is imperative to stand in 
solidarity with other equity based services who have received similar 
critiques, and who are interested in debunking the myth that social justice 
work presents a limitation to free speech.  
 

Benefits • Address criticisms that the service silences right-wing perspectives  
• Address criticism that the service is policing language and expression  
• Publicize our position on pertinent issues on campus, such as the anti-

disruption policy  
Year 1 Goals • To work with other equity based MSU services to develop position 

paper on anti-disruption policies and freedom of speech  
Year 2 Goals • To work with other equity based MSU services and other campus 

partners to establish resources and programming that unpacks and 
challenges the criticism against "PC culture"  

Year 3 Goals • To evaluate Year 2 efforts and re-deliver related programming  
Partners • Other equity base services interested in tackling this issue  
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